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Abstract—Research on adaptive cruise control (ACC) with
Stop&Go maneuvers is presently one of the most important topics
in the field of intelligent transportation systems. The main feature
of such controllers is that there is adaptation to a user-preset
speed and, if necessary, speed reduction to keep a safe distance
from the vehicle ahead in the same lane of the road, whatever the
speed. The extreme case is the stop and go operation in which the
lead car stops and the vehicle at the rear must also do so. This
paper presents the development of an ACC system and related
experiments. The system input information is acquired by a realtime kinematic phase differential global positioning system (GPS)
(i.e., centimetric GPS) and wireless local area network links. The
outputs are the variables that control the pressure on the throttle
and brake pedals, which is calculated by an onboard computer.
In addition, the car control is based on fuzzy logic. The system
has been installed in two mass-produced Citroën Berlingo electric
vans, in which all the actuators have been automated to achieve
humanlike driving. The results from real experiments show that
the unmanned vehicles behave very similarly to human-driven
cars and are very adaptive to any kind of situation at a broad
range of speeds, thus raising the safety of the driving and allowing
cooperation with manually driven cars.
Index Terms—Fuzzy control, global positioning system, intelligent control, road vehicle control, wireless local area network
(WLAN).

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

UTOMATIC vehicle speed control is presently one of the
most popular research topics throughout the automotive
industry [1] and particularly in the intelligent transportation
systems field [2]. The goal of such automation is to improve the
safety of the occupants of the car by relieving the human drivers
of tedious tasks that could distract their attention, as well as to
make the traffic flow more efficient [3]. Cruise control (CC)
systems, with the capability of maintaining a user-preset speed,
were the first step in this direction. The next step was adaptive
cruise control (ACC) systems, which add to CC the capability
of keeping a safe distance from the preceding vehicle [4].
Both systems are now on the market, and several cars come
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equipped with them [5]. Highways are the most common scope
of applicability of such systems [6]–[8].
One limitation of conventional ACC systems is that they do
not manage speeds under 30 km/h and, consequently, are not
useful in traffic jams or urban driving, situations in which, on
the other hand, ACC would be very useful. ACC extensions
with the Stop&Go capability are being researched to overcome
this drawback [9]. Stop&Go driving can be said to be a typical
maneuver in city streets, where, for instance, speed is reduced
to stop the car at a red traffic light. Both throttle and brake pedal
automation is needed to install this feature in a vehicle.
ACC research started in Europe with the PROMETHEUS
project (1986–1994) that involved several European car manufacturers. This project used scanning radars, and vehicle automation was confined to throttle pedal control only. Mitsubishi
was the first firm to introduce ACC in its Diamante model
in 1995. In Europe, Daimler-Chrysler launched the Distronic
ACC S-Class in 2000. The current focus of research into speed
control, extending the ACC systems with Stop&Go capabilities,
requires the collection of very precise data, which can be
acquired from several sensors, such as radar [10], laser, vision,
[11]–[14] or a combination of the three [15]. Along these lines,
the Volkswagen group has recently published [16] that “The
next-generation ADC+F2S (F2S = follow to stop) system will
be able to automatically bring the vehicle to a complete stop behind the car ahead if necessary.” Another way to input data into
embedded vehicle systems is, as in our case [17], wireless communication, which provides a lot of system information, even
more than could be acquired using the car’s own sensors [18].
This would be the case if an intelligent road with intelligent
traffic signals were to directly communicate maximum speeds,
cars nearing intersections, etc., to the car.
Once the environmental information has been gathered, a
control system is needed to manage vehicle speed actuators.
Conventional ACC only manages the throttle, but, in an extended version, the brake pedal also needs to be controlled.
Brake control overcomes another limitation of the classical
ACC: the 30-km/h-lowest-speed limitation. The addition of
brake control makes ACC useful in urban driving and heavy
traffic situations, when it is all the more necessary for preventing and averting rear-end collisions and major accidents [19].
Speed control in stop and go situations has not been widely
researched until recently. Now, however, it is attracting much
interest from the car industry, which is looking to add it to
its catalog of features. A paper written in 2000 [20] specifies the design requirements for a Stop&Go extension of
ACC, including different controllers for Stop&Go, which are,
however, coordinated with ACC controllers. This paper also
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defines the traffic situations, where ACC or Stop&Go apply.
An application of this theory [21] describes a control system
for ACC+Stop&Go that commutes to CC when no obstacles are
present. It uses a classic proportional control for speed, where
the gain has been adjusted to limit the jerk. It uses optimal
linear control theory to control distance, employing integrators
to model the car. The input variables for speed control are
speed error, distance, and relative velocity as compared with the
preceding vehicle, for the purpose of keeping a safe distance.
The output of the controller is the target acceleration, which
will be dealt with later by specific actuator controllers. Real
experiments show that the ACC system behaves satisfactorily at
90 km/h, with a target headway of 1.6 s, as well as at low speeds
of between 0 and 40 km/h, with the stopping distance being 2 m.
It controls the vehicle using the accelerator and brake and carries a radar to detect obstacles. Sala and Morello [22] describe
an experimental Stop&Go system based on an ACC controller
extended with Stop&Go. It manages the safety distance with
two different criteria based on experiments with human drivers
depending on whether they are in ACC or Stop&Go situations.
In the first case, the safety distance is variable with speed, and
in the second, the safety distance is constant. At the end of the
project, real experiments were carried out in Torino (Italy).
The procedures for controlling both pedals can be based
on hard mathematical models of a comprehensive autonomous
longitudinal system [23]. In addition, artificial intelligence (AI)
techniques can be used to emulate human driving. Neural
networks [24], genetic algorithms, [25] or fuzzy logic [26]–[29]
are some of the available AI tools for automating driving.
The use of fuzzy logic for control systems has two main features: 1) Fuzzy controllers do not need an exact mathematical
model of the system they are to control. This characteristic is
very important when dealing with systems, such as cars, that
are difficult to linearize. Fuzzy logic averts the use of very
complex approximate models that are not very computationally
efficient if they are realistic or not very realistic if they are
computationally efficient. 2) It aims not to use the mathematical
representation of the systems but to emulate the behavior of
human drivers and their experience, mimicking their reactions.
In addition, users’ subjective knowledge can be built into the
system, which is undeniably a very useful feature for emulating
human behavior [30]. We are not to forget that the human
being is the most perfect driving machine ever devised. In this
paper, we present an ACC system extended with Stop&Go
capabilities. It is based on fuzzy logic, installed in real vehicles,
and has been tested on real roads. Our sensor will be a real-time
kinematics (RTK) global positioning system (GPS), which,
with adequate intervehicle communication [wireless local area
network (WLAN)], will permit the car to keep a safe distance
from another vehicle. This approach certainly differs from the
industry’s laser or radar sensor-based method, but the point is
that the computer program is fed a distance and acts upon it,
regardless of how this distance has been acquired.
A. ACC Control Methods
The car-following theory has been known for a long time. In
1993, Ioannou [7] used the concept of constant-time headway

as the speed-invariant variable to control the gap between cars
during following. Ioannou and Chien model a human driver
to study following and compare the results with computercontrolled following. Real experiments coordinating throttle
and brake have been published by Gerdes and Hedrick [31]
as a part of the California Partners for Advanced Transit and
Highways (PATH) program. This paper is based on a classical
nonlinear analytical controller with its related models. Experimental results show that following a target speed profile has an
error of less than 0.1 m/s (0.36 km/h) and following a lead car
has an error of 20 cm in a distance of 2 m at speeds of around
72 km/h. A different approach was taken by the Nissan Research Center in Japan [32]. It presented a two-degree-offreedom model for distance control. Two control variables,
namely 1) distance (in meter) and 2) relative speed (in meter/
second), are used to manage both throttle and brake through a
proportional derivative (PD) control. Results show that there is
a good match between headway distance and relative velocity
and the reference model response. Real experiments were done,
showing a maximum error of 10 m from the reference distance
and 1.25 m/s error from the reference speed. A fuzzy control
was demonstrated [33] for both CC and ACC. It performs CC
using speed, acceleration, and speed error as input variables.
These variables are modeled with nine membership functions
and 81 rules. The output space is modeled with 11 membership
functions Variables modeling distance and relative velocity to
the preceding vehicle are added to perform ACC. The controller
output is the target acceleration, which is the input used for the
analytical low-level controllers that actually manage the throttle
and the brake.
Current ACC systems only work in the range of 40 km/h
to the highest speed, which makes them unable to perform
Stop&Go operations. This is because these systems only automate the throttle of the vehicle so the speed is only reduced
by the motor braking, which is not enough to stop a car in
a typical situation like a traffic jam. The system presented in
this paper allows ACC in all the speed ranges of the vehicle
by the automation of the throttle and the brake pedal. The
control method used to implement this feature is fuzzy logic,
and the sensorial input is based in GPS positioning and wireless
communication.
II. J OINT T HROTTLE AND B RAKE F UZZY C ONTROL
The Instituto de Automática Industrial (IAI) has been working on the AUTOPIA project for over eight years. The objective
of this project is to build an unmanned car. The very name of the
project implies that we consider this goal to be out of our reach
in the near future. Our approach is to use fuzzy logic to emulate
the behavior of human drivers. Our group has been working on
fuzzy logic for many years, and we consider it an appropriate
tool for control applications, taking into account that people
have always controlled processes, whose mathematical models
are not known (i.e., driving a car).
We have already developed an ACC system extended with
Stop&Go capability [34]. First, we used the throttle only, and
then, we included the brake [35]. The aim of this paper is
to describe a global system named ACC+Stop&Go in which
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the two speed actuators, throttle and brake, act cooperatively.
Besides, we explain how the inclusion of the brake affects the
previous throttle-only ACC.
The usual sequence of driver actions for slowing down to
match the speed of a preceding slow car or, in general, to maintain a target speed comprises
1) step off the throttle;
2) use the engine brake;
3) step on the brake when the headway is not reduced fast
enough.
These actions are implemented as fuzzy rules for the
ACC+Stop&Go system, achieving car control even if the preceding car brakes.
The ACC definition we use implies only one car irrespective of the equipment of the other vehicles on the road. To
emphasize this, the experiments show a manually driven car
followed by the ACC car. In this case, we do not take platooning
into account, which has been studied at length in the PATH
project [36].
We developed a lateral control at the same time as the
longitudinal control, but the goal of this paper is just to show
the smooth coordination of throttle and brake for ACC. Our
lateral control permits overtaking maneuvers, as well as lane
changes and track following. We demonstrated one such system
(controlling only steering and throttle) at IV’2002 and the 10th
ITS World Congress. We plan to proceed with this line by
increasing the number of cars and working on situations that are
as close to reality as possible, equipping the cars to carry out all
three of these tasks.
Generally, the ACC+Stop&Go will involve combining the
brake and throttle controllers, although a tuning up procedure
will be necessary to synchronize and permit throttle–brake
cooperation. First, we will review the existing controllers, and
then, we will explain the changes needed to implement the
humanlike actions in the control system.
A controversial point about fuzzy control systems is stability.
A vehicle is a very complex nonlinear system. Therefore, it is
very difficult to accurately formalize mathematically. Methods
described in the literature to guarantee asymptotic global stability (Lyapunov) can be applied for this purpose. Intelligent
systems do not require models, which makes them especially
appropriate for processes such as driving, whose mathematical
formalism is not clear. In such systems and especially in fuzzy
control systems, extensive experimental validation is often considered proof enough of stability.

A. Fuzzy ACC
Our work is based on a computational model of a fuzzy
coprocessor, named ORBEX [37], which we had previously
developed at the IAI. ORBEX can write fuzzy rules with
information supplied by experts in a near-natural language. For
instance,
if speed_error more than null or
acceleration more than null then throttle up
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where the words in italic are fuzzy variables [38], [39], the
words in bold are ORBEX language keywords, and the words
in plain script are linguistic variable values. The variables to
the left of the term then are input variables, and the variables to
the right are output variables. The ORBEX engine performs the
fuzzy computations and assigns crisp values to the output
variables, which are later used as input for the car actuators.
Let us now show an outline of the relevant features of our
fuzzy controller. The general form of the rules is
if x [or/and z] then y [and w]
where x and z are fuzzy propositions—conditions—for input
variables, y and w are fuzzy propositions—conclusions or
actions—for output variables, and “[ ]” stands for repetition
(this means that a rule can have several conditions and several conclusions). The t-norm “minimum” and the t-conorm
“maximum” are used to implement and and or operators,
respectively. Mamdani-type inference [40] is used, and the
defuzzification operator is the center of mass. In other words,
if the rule was
if speed_error less than null and
time_gap_error more than near then throttle down
it would be evaluated as follows: First, the degree of truth of
“speed_error less than null” would be evaluated. Then, the
degree of truth of “time_gap_error more than near” and the
lesser one of these two values would be the coefficient by which
to multiply “down” in order to compute the output of this rule.
The values of the fuzzy variables are taken from a set of
fuzzy partitions, represented by membership functions of a
variety of shapes: triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, . . ., or even
singletons [41]. The designer sets the membership function
shape by experience [30]. In our system, all output membership
functions are singletons. Therefore, the crisp value of yout of an
output variable y is calculated as


yout

wi yi
= 
wi
i

(1)

i

where wi represents the weight of the ith rule and yi is the value
of the output y inferred by the ith. The weight of a rule represents its contribution to the global control action (calculated as
the minimal degree of current crisp input value membership of
its respective fuzzy partitions). Sugeno et al. [42] proved that a
fuzzy system modeled with singleton consequents is a special
case of fuzzy system modeled with trapezoidal consequents and
can do almost everything this one can. According to the paper,
“from a theoretical point of view, we do not need a type-I
controller (trapezoidal consequents) unless we want to use
fuzzy terms in the consequents of fuzzy rules,” which is not
our case. He also states that such a fuzzy system “is simple
for identification and yet has a good approximation capability.”
Singletons are very commonly used in practical control systems
applications [43]–[46].
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B. System Architecture
Formally, a distinction can be made between four vehicle
speed control layers in manual driving, namely: 1) a mechanical
layer (includes the pedals and all their associated physical
mechanisms); 2) an actuation layer (comprises the human foot
that steps on the pedal); 3) a sensorial layer (comprises the
human senses that allow the driver to obtain information about
the vehicle and the environment); and 4) a reasoning layer
(comprises the human brain).
The cars used in our research are electric Citroën Berlingo
vans, with each equipped with an automatic gearbox, a classical
hydraulic brake system, and an electronic throttle, which is
composed of a potentiometer attached to the pedal that sends
an analog signal to the motor controller. So, when the throttle
is stepped on, an electric signal is sent to an internal car computer that is built into the Berlingo equipment and makes the
motor move.
Then, we can define a humanlike four-layer hierarchical
control architecture to automate the action of the throttle and
the brake, emulating human driving.
1) Mechanical layer: This is the same as that described
for the human-driven car; the only difference is that the
throttle input is not mechanical pressure on the pedal
but an electric analog signal simulating the potentiometer
output.
2) Actuation and electronic layer: Like the human layer,
it is composed of three components, namely: 1) an industrial computer—an ICP Robo-505 motherboard with
a Pentium 166-MHz processor embedded in an industrial personal computer (PC) chassis—to host the control
software; 2) an analog output card that sends a signal to
the internal car computer that emulates the throttle (there
is a manual switch for selecting manual throttle control
from the original pedal potentiometer signal or automatic control from the analog card simulated signal); and
3) an actuator that moves the brake pedal. The brake is a
common hydraulically assisted system, and it is actuated
by attaching a dc motor to the pedal with a pulley and a
cable, powered and controlled from the PC through both
control and power cards. This is actuated very quickly to
optimize delays.
3) Sensorial layer: In this case, it is composed of three
sensors. The first is a double-frequency GPS receiver running in RTK carrier phase differential mode that supplies
2-cm resolution positioning at a refresh rate of 10 Hz.
An autonomous uncorrected GPS receiver calculates its
position with an accuracy of 10–20 m. When it receives
positioning error correction data from a ground GPS base
station, this accuracy can be augmented up to 1–2 cm.
This correction signal is defined in [47], defining the
update rate requirements. These requirements are always
satisfied in this paper. The data supplied by the GPS
receiver is used to calculate the car’s attitude from two
consecutive measures of the GPS. This attitude can be
used to determine which lane the vehicle is circulating in
and which other cars represent an obstacle to normal circulation. The second is a WLAN system (IEEE 802.11)

that provides information about the position of the other
car circulating in the driving zone. In our case, the second
car used to perform the experiments is also equipped with
a GPS receiver and a WLAN system. It therefore sends
its position continuously to the ACC-equipped vehicle.
This kind of sensorial input has been chosen because
it provides accurate information that can be used by
our control system. This system is also compatible with
other sensors that provide the same information, such
as artificial vision [48] or laser scanner. The third is an
analog input card that acquires the information from the
vehicle speedometer.
4) Control layer: This is the fuzzy-logic-based longitudinal
car control system. It maintains the speed (CC) and adapts
to lane speed (ACC).
The control layer is explained in the remainder of this section. We begin with the throttle controller, we go on with the
brake controller, and we finish with the cooperative throttle and
brake controller.
C. Throttle Controller
The newly developed controller is based on the existing ACC
controller, although this does not use the brake [9]. Briefly, it
has four input variables, one output variable, and five rules.
1) Speed error: This is the difference between the current
speed and the user-preset speed, which is expressed as
SpeedError = CurrentSpeed − PresetSpeed.

(2)

It is the error signal whose value has to be as low as
possible. Therefore, the rules are generally designed to
reduce its value, for instance, by releasing the pedal if
the speed is too high. Its fuzzy variable representation
is named “speed_error,” whose membership function
shapes are illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
2) Acceleration: This is the derivative of the speed at
instant t. It is associated to a fuzzy variable named
“acceleration,” whose membership function shapes are
shown in Fig. 1(d). The acceleration is calculated as
Accelerationt =

CurrentSpeedt − CurrentSpeedt−1
∆t

(3)

that may provide oscillating values; they have to be
filtered to get a smoother value. For this purpose, a digital
Fourier filter has been implemented with a sampling
rate of 10 Hz, a filtering cutting rate of 1 Hz, and
4 coefficients.
3) Time gap error: This is given by the expression
TimeGapError = TimeGapcurrent − TimeGaptarget (4)
where variables TimeGaptarget (target time gap) and
TimeGapcurrent (current time gap) are defined in the
succeeding paragraphs. There is also a fuzzy variable associated to represent is called “time_gap_error” whose
membership function shapes are shown in Fig. 1(a).
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ACC fuzzy controller input membership functions. (a) Time gap error. (b) Speed error. (c) Derivative of time gap. (d) Acceleration.

The current time gap or time headway is the time it would
take to reach the position of the preceding vehicle at
the current speed, as defined in [4]. The mathematical
expression of this variable, which is adapted for our purposes, is calculated as
TimeGapcurrent =

xPursued − xPursuer − 6
vPursuer

(5)

where xPursued and xPursuer are the GPS coordinates
(the position of each onboard GPS antenna) of the lead
car and the controlled tail car along the reference trajectory, respectively, and vPursuer is the speed of the controlled rear car. The distance between the two vehicles has
been reduced by 6 m, where 4 m is the length of the
Berlingo and another 2 m for safety reasons.
The target time gap is the time headway that the ACC
should keep from the preceding vehicle. It should be
between 1 and 2 s in commercial ACCs.
4) Derivative of time gap: This is the variation of the current
time gap with time. The equation for calculating this
variable for the control cycle i is
derivative_TimeGapi =

TimeGapi − TimeGapi−4
4∆t

(6)

and the membership function of its linguistic value
(“d_time_gap”) is shown in Fig. 1(c).
As the numerical values for this variable fluctuate wildly
between positive and negative values in consecutive control iterations, it has to be stabilized. The fourth part of
the average time-gap increment in the last four iterations
is used instead of the instantaneous value to do this.
Though this filter is very simple, it is sufficient to smooth
the variable and assure good control, as shown in the
experiments.
The nucleus of the fuzzy control system is made up of fuzzy
rules. In our case, they are
R1: if speed_error more than null then throttle up;
R2: if speed_error less than null and time_gap_error
more than near then throttle down;
R3: if acceleration more than null then throttle up;

R4: if acceleration less than null and time_gap_error far
then throttle down;
R5: if time_gap_error near and d_time_gap negative
then throttle up.
where the output variable “throttle” has two possible values,
namely: 1) “up” and 2) “down,” meaning to release or to increase the pressure on the pedal, respectively. The same meaning applies to the brake, where up means release the pedal and
down, push the pedal, mimicking human foot action on both
actuators.
These rules are indicative of some ORBEX engine features.
1) The control designer can assign the same linguistic values to different variables, if need be, to assure a good
understanding of the meaning of the rules. In our case,
“speed_error” and “acceleration” have the same linguistic value “null,” but its meaning is different for each
variable, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (d).
2) The values up and down of the output “throttle” are
defined by singletons. ORBEX infers a linguistic value
for “throttle” values from every rule and blends them via
the defuzzification procedure, which is already detailed
in Section II-A, yielding a crisp value used to activate the
analog output card connected to the throttle pedal.
Additionally, we should make a couple of points concerning
the controller features.
1) There is a parallelism between the fuzzy controller
and a classic PD: We could say that the rules involving the “speed_error” (R1, R2) behave like a proportional controller component and the rules involving the
“acceleration” (R3, R4) behave like a derivative component. This means that the “speed_error” rules adjust the
throttle pressure when the speed of the car is not at the
target value, and the “acceleration” rules smooth out
the actuation of this command, just like the damping
effect of a D-control term.
2) The fuzzy controller has to satisfy the traffic rules to
mimic human guidance. For instance, Article 54 of the
Spanish Highway Code reads “The driver of a vehicle
tailing another vehicle shall keep a distance such that
the vehicle can stop without colliding with the vehicle
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Fig. 2. Brake CC fuzzy controller input membership functions. (a) Acceleration. (b) Speed error.

in front should this brake suddenly, taking into account
speed, adherence and braking conditions.” To satisfy this
rule, the pressure applied by the driver to the throttle depends on current speed, which means that the intervehicle
gap is larger when the speed is higher. This humanlike
behavior is included in the fuzzy controller through the
time headway concept. This time must be long enough
to avert collision, even if the car in front comes to a
complete halt. For example, assuming a safe time gap of
2 s, the safe distance is 22.2 m at a speed of 40 km/h,
whereas this distance should be 55.5 m if speed is
100 km/h. The value of the time gap depends on car
braking power, maximum driving speed, etc. Hence, we
have added the “time_gap_error” variable to R2 and
R4, whose mission is to counteract the effect of the
“speed_error” and “acceleration” part of the rules,
smoothing the effect of the throttle being stepped on
when the lead car is relatively near. In rule R5, the
“time_gap_error” and its derivative “d_time_gap” release the throttle when the preceding car is near and the
time headway is reducing fast.
D. Brake Fuzzy Controller
We have extended the aforementioned ACC fuzzy controller
to control the brake pedal as a human driver would. First,
we extended only the CC part with brake control. We added
another component to the previously defined mechanical layer
of the control architecture: brake pedal actuation with a dc
servo-controlled motor. The extended CC controller includes
the rules for the throttle, plus new rules for the brake. There
is a duality between the throttle and brake rules. In fact, the
brake rules are derived from the throttle rules by substituting the
action “throttle up” for “brake down” and “throttle down”
for “brake up.” The joint controller has to coordinate the
actions of throttle and brake to avoid simultaneous actions.
This is achieved by defining the membership functions of the
“nullb” values involved in brake control (Fig. 2) according to
the respective functions of the “null” values involved in throttle
control (Fig. 1) as will be explained in the next paragraph. The
membership function definition (Figs. 1(b) and (d) and 2) can
also be used to coordinate the sequence of actions defined at the
beginning of Section II.
For the “speed_error” variable in the throttle controller,
the “null” membership function is a triangle defined by the
parameters −15, 0, and 20 km/h. The equivalent definition of
the “nullb” membership function in the brake controller is a

trapezoid defined by the parameters −14, 0, 3, and 25. In the
joint controller, these definitions assure the following points:
1) The brake is released before the throttle is stepped on when
the car is traveling at a lower than target speed. 2) The throttle is
released before the brake is stepped on when the car is traveling
at a speed higher than the target speed. Additionally, the slopes
of the “nullb” function are smoother than the slopes of the
“null” function, this assures that 3) the throttle is fully released
before the brake starts to act.
For the “acceleration” variable, the shape of the “nullb”
membership function assures that the brake pedal is released
when deceleration is satisfactory for control purposes. Moreover, if deceleration is very high, the control system will
activate the brake pedal to counteract this.
Finally, the brake rules added to the ACC throttle controller
are (using brake only for the CC part of the ACC)
R6: if speed_error more than nullb then brake down;
R7: if speed_error less than nullb then brake up;
R8: if acceleration less than nullb then brake up.
The first rule R6 acts when the current speed is higher than
the preset CC speed and works cooperatively with the first
throttle rule R1. The second rule R7 is the complementary rule
and interacts with the second throttle rule R2. The last rule R8
forms the derivative part of the control system, smoothing the
speed adaptation maneuvers and actuating cooperatively with
the fourth throttle rule R4. Finally, note that the definition of
the brake controller does not fully mimic the throttle controller:
One rule has been removed, which is
R9: if acceleration more than nullb then brake down.
The reason is that this is a derivative rule whose mission is to
smooth the behavior of the car when it is accelerating. However,
throttle engine braking is enough (rule R3) to achieve this goal,
and the brake pedal does not need to be applied.
Like the throttle controller output, the output of the brake
controller named “brake” is also defined as a singleton and
has two linguistic labels, “up” and “down,” which, after defuzzification, generate a crisp value that indicates the position
command for the dc motor controlling the brake pedal.
E. ACC Extended With Brake Pedal Actuation
Fuzzy Controller
In the previous sections, we have looked at the throttle-only
ACC and the CC extended with braking capability. Now, we are
going to explain how to add the full-braking capability to the
ACC. The target performance for this controller is expressed in
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ACC extended with brake pedal input membership functions. (a) Derivative of time gap. (b) Time gap error.

five points, according to the sequence defined at the beginning
of Section II.
1) ACC will automatically manage the throttle and the brake
pedals, i.e., speed control is fully automated.
2) The brake pedal will act on the ACC only when the speed
reduction produced by fully releasing the throttle (engine
braking) is insufficient.
3) Stop&Go maneuvers will use the throttle and the brake
pedals.
4) The ACC works like a classical CC when there is no preceding car in the lane.
5) The coordination between brake and accelerator is
achieved through the careful tuning of the input variables
membership function (Fig. 3).
This controller extends the union of the throttle-only ACC
and the throttle-plus-brake CC. The extension includes the
headway variable in the braking rules. So, a new rule has been
added, and two rules have been modified.
R10: if time_gap_error near and d_time_gap negativeb
then brake down;
R11: if speed_error more than nullb then brake down;
R12: if speed_error less than nullb and time_gap_error
more than near then brake up;
R13: if acceleration less than nullb and time_gap_error
far then brake up.
The first rule R10 represents the need for braking when the
distance between the controlled car and the lead car is relatively
“near.” This distance is reduced as the “negative” membership
function of the “d_time_gap” variable indicates [Fig. 3(a)].
Rules R12 and R13 release the brake pedal depending on the
“time_gap_error.” They hold the brake pedal down as long
as necessary. The actuation of both pedals is coordinated in
ACC because the careful tailoring of the membership functions
assures that rule R5 (release the accelerator foot) acts after rules
R2 and R4 (increase the pressure of the accelerator foot) have
stopped acting. Furthermore, rule R10 will start acting even
later, should it be necessary, because the first antecedent in rules
R10 and R5 is the same and only the second antecedent has any
influence. The different shapes of “negative” and “negativeb”
(vertices at −4 and −25 headway_s/s) permit R5 (motor brake)
to act first, and if this is insufficient and the value of the timegap increase rate continues to rise, R10 acts and presses the
brake pedal.
Finally, a high-level minimum headway distance has been
defined to stop the car when the preceding car comes to a complete halt, for example, in a traffic jam. This minimum distance

has been set at 10 m, measured from the ACC car GPS antenna
to the GPS antenna of the preceding vehicle. The real distance
between the front of the car and the rear of the other is about
4 m. The reason for including this stopping distance in the
system is that speed falls (tends to 0 km/h) as the car approaches
the stopped vehicle in order to maintain the selected safe time
gap. If only the time headway were considered (if speed is
0 km/h, time headway tends to infinity), the car would never
stop and would crash into the preceding vehicle at low speeds.
This is why a shortcut needs to be added to the approach
distance that will make the car stop when it is relatively near
in terms of distance headway. This allows the car to perform a
pure stop and go operation. This distance is also used for safety
reasons to minimize the effect of the GPS positioning delay.
In summary, the full ACC control using the throttle and the
brake is made up of the five rules set out in Section II-C and the
last four rules.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Next, we present a set of experiments showing the behavior
of the AUTOPIA ACC+Stop&Go system. Note that these experiments emulate real traffic conditions, like traffic congestion,
platooning or traffic jams, to test our controllers. The experiments involve two vehicles: Babieca, which is always manually
driven, and Rocinante, which is always automatically driven.
In the experiments, Babieca is tracked by Rocinante (Fig. 4).
The differences between them are the initial conditions and the
unpredictability of manual driving. Note that both vehicles can
be moved automatically, should it be necessary, but we have
preferred to drive one manually to verify that our controller can
interact with manually driven cars.
The first experiment shows the performance of the developed
system when the ACC-equipped vehicle is circulating at a
particular speed and there is another manually driven vehicle
stopped in the road some meters ahead. The equipped car
reduces its speed until it comes to a halt and when the lead
car starts moving, it also moves too, keeping a safe headway at
any speed.
The second experiment represents typical traffic jam driving
behavior with the vehicles continuously stopping and starting.
The automatic ACC-equipped vehicle adapts its speed to the
manually driven lead car, stopping when necessary and keeping
a safe distance even when circulating at low speeds.
The third experiment shows the ACC behavior when the
equipped vehicle is circulating at high speed and a manually
driven lead car is circulating (not stopped) at a lower speed.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the layout of the experiments.

In this case, the ACC vehicle adapts its speed to keep a safe
headway from the preceding vehicle whatever the speed. These
experiments are illustrated in Figs. 5–7. An analysis of the
graphs shows how the components of the ACC+Stop&Go
controller are conveniently chained to run the CC according
to established targets, changing conditions, and unpredictable
human actions.
The x-axis of the graphs in all three figures represents the
time in seconds. The top graph shows the pressure on the throttle and brake throughout CC. This pressure has been normalized
from 0 (pedal fully released) to 1 (pedal fully depressed). The
second and third graphs show the time headway in seconds, and
the gap headway in meters between the cars, respectively. The
bottom graph represents the speed of each car in kilometer/hour.
In Fig. 7, the headway in meters graph has been deleted, and
a new variable is added to the headway in time graph: the
derivative of the time gap. Next, we proceed to describe the
results of the three experiments.
The initial conditions of the first experiment (Fig. 5) are both
cars are stationary in the same lane 87 m apart and facing in the
same direction. The targets are is 37 km/h for speed, 4 s for time
headway, and 10 m for minimum gap headway. Rocinante starts
driving along its lane, with the initial conditions allowing CC
control. As Rocinante accelerates, the distance from Babieca,
still stationary, decreases, and the control switches to ACC,
adjusting the speed to keep a safe distance. As the time headway
decreases, the pressure on the throttle also decreases. Around
second 15, the headway is dropping fast, and the extended ACC
is activated to slow the vehicle down using the brake. Rocinante
continues reducing speed until it is 10 m behind Babieca
(between both GPS antennas). At this point, the experiment is
reproducing a traffic jam situation. The second graph shows that
the time gap error can become negative (−2 s). This means that
Rocinante is only 2 s away from Babieca, which is less than
the target headway. This error is not meaningful at this point
because, as the speed is extremely low, the control has switched
from ACC to Stop&Go, for which the relevant parameter is
the gap in meters. The third graph shows that Stop&Go keeps
Rocinante stationary 10 m behind Babieca from second 15 to
second 55 more or less. Babieca then starts moving, followed
by Rocinante. This automatic control behavior is very similar to
human driving: The driver accelerates until an obstacle appears
in the vehicle’s path, then releases the pressure on the throttle
to slightly reduce speed and, if this reduction is not enough,
applies the brake until the car stops without crashing into the

vehicle in front. In this experiment, the control signal fluctuates
wildly when the speed is low, as shown on the right of the top
plot. This is caused by the influence of acceleration because it is
computed from the measurements of speed at low speeds, even
though this signal is filtered. The influence on the speed of the
car is minimum because the vehicle acts as a low bandpass filter
and the response of our electric car to the throttle pedal is slow
compared to the response of a gasoline car. It is also important
to take into account that we are sending electronic throttle
commands to an internal onboard controller (a black box)
that adapts its signal in order to prevent wear and tear on the car.
The amplitude of the oscillations that appear in the brake pedal
commands are very low, and their influence on car behavior is
negligible.
In the second experiment (Fig. 6), Babieca starts moving,
speeding up and slowing down alternatively, as and when the
driver likes. Rocinante tracks Babieca very accurately and
respects the headway targets using both pedals when necessary. The graphs show that the average time headway error is
0.13 s, and the average deviation is less than 0.11 s. These
results demonstrate the safety of this system. This experiment
reproduces several cases of typical Stop&Go: 1) Babieca is
stationary and Rocinante approaches the vehicle at high speed;
this situation is very common at the tail end of a traffic jam and
causes a lot of rear-end crashes. 2) Rocinante tracks Babieca,
which stops and starts alternatively, as in a traffic jam. As
speeds and distances are low, the rear-end crash risk decreases,
but these situations are boring and tedious for human drivers
and accidents are very common. The automation of these maneuvers is one objective of the robotics field and, consequently,
of the intelligent transportation systems implementing such
techniques. The third time Rocinante starts, its acceleration is
greater than Babieca’s, causing the time gap rate to be negative
and high. Then, rule R10 is applied, and the brake reduces speed
until the following car can advance. When the system recovers,
normal operation proceeds.
In the last experiment (Fig. 7), the controller has an extended
ACC but no Stop&Go. The target speed is 30 km/h, the target
time headway is set at 4 s, and the speed of Babieca is around
15 km/h. As Babieca does not stop, there is no overshoot in
the headway setting, and the gap fits accurately. Once it has
achieved the target headway, Rocinante keeps this distance,
even if Babieca’s speed changes slightly. A little pressure on the
brake pedal is enough to assure fine tuning of the headway distance. This is similar to human controller actuation: The driver
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ACC and Stop&Go maneuver first experiment.

usually applies the brake at the end of the maneuver only, when
it is strictly necessary. In the rest of the maneuver, the driver
uses the engine brake. Looking at Fig. 6, we can see that the

mean error and mean deviation are stabilized once the targeted
headway is achieved, and the headway error and its derivative
tend to be zero. As in Fig. 4, the control signal behavior is
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Fig. 6. Traffic jam situation with successive Stop&Go maneuvers.

found to be jerky, but this is not conveyed to the speed because
the car is a low bandpass filter. If we wanted to eliminate this
jerky behavior, a possible solution would be to add some sort of
software data filtering to the fuzzy controller output. However,
a delay would be introduced in this case that could cause less
reactive system performance.

IV. C ONCLUSION
The extension of the ACC functionality to Stop&Go maneuvers is a good solution for augmenting driving safety and comfort. The developed fuzzy controllers add to traditional ACC
the capability of managing speed across the car’s whole speed
range right down to zero. Coordinated management of both
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ACC maneuver with automatic actuation of the throttle and the brake pedal.

speed actuators, the throttle and the brake, can successfully deal
with different driving situations, as shown in the experiments.
It is also demonstrated that a fuzzy logic system, which is
trained and defined with the collaboration of experts (in this
case, human drivers), can mimic how they perform certain
limited maneuvers. However, this system does not suffer from
typical human errors because the basic information is gathered
by much more accurate sensors, e.g., GPS receivers.
Even though fully automated driving is still a long way
into the future, some partial driving tasks can be computerized
independently as driving aids or as automated components for
advanced driving systems. The research and development of
such systems is advancing every day, and new features for the
automotive world are materializing all the time.
The approach presented in this paper can be extended to the
case with more than two cars. A fleet, which is the most evident
continuation, is not at all difficult to implement. It would just

mean putting cars one behind the other in a situation where
overtaking is not possible. An intelligent communication exchange will be necessary to manage traffic information among
cars. This exchange would permit more information, such as
traffic conditions, intelligent traffic signals, information from
traffic surveillance cameras, etc., to be transmitted to the car.
However, some new issues have to be taken into account in
such new situations, like communication delays, tracking errors
building up, etc.
Stability analysis of the fuzzy controllers and testing of other
control methods are other topics to be investigated.
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